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 Limfjords Competition  & ControlLine- World Cup 
7 classes - 70 years of age – In the year 07. 

 

The Aviator aeromodellers wish to invite all Aeromodellers to the greatest controlline competition in Denmark. 
The event will take place on the 26th- 27th of may 2007, so put it in your diary and look forward to a really enjoyable 
weekend. 
With all these lucky numbers, the event could be nothing but at successful event for every competitor. 
Yes it were in the year 1937, a group of young flying enthusiast formed our club, Aviator, and we are still not 
prepared to grab the handle of a wheelchair, we stick to our stick, the handle of a fruitfull and competitive 
aeroplane.  
The large clubhouse contains: A room with some machinery and tools for repair and maintenance, toilets, hot water 
and some basic food. Limited (read primitive) camping facilities are available without charge. 
The contest will be run at our field in: (see map) 

Hesteskoen, Rørdal, Aalborg, DK-Denmark 
The competition will be held according to the FAI sporting code, including it's latest amendments and changes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Classes: World  Fai DEN/FAI   Danish 
 cup     rules  rules  rules 
F2A  speed X X     
F2B Aerobatics (grass)      X     
F2C Teamrace    X  
F2D Combat X X   
F2A-1A,1.00 ccm minispeed      X  
F2B-B, novice aerobatics      X 
Good-Year, scale 1/8 airrace      X (maybe new rules from 2007) 
Danish rules for the national classes : 
An English translation of the national class rules is available; download it from http://www.modelflyvning.dk/regler/gb-
regle.htm or call for a free copy. 
 

Schedule: Sunday   13th May RETURN of ENTRY FORMs 
  Friday      25th May Arrival and free practice  
              19.00 - 20.00 Check-in 
  Saturday   26th May   9.00  Check-in cont. 
      10.00  Competition start 
        19.00  Barbecue 
  Sunday    27th May   9.00  Competition  

15.00  Finals (approx.)  
Monday    28th May Departure 

Information:  
Jesper Buth Rasmusen  
Almavej 8 
DK-9280 Storvorde 
Denmark  
Phone (private):(+45) 98 31 91 98 
Fax:   (+45) 98 31 91 68 
 

 
Aviator homepage, with info and registration: 

http://www.aviatorsmodelflyvere.dk 
 
or write to:  
sekretaer@aviatorsmodelflyvere.dk 
 

Entry fee: 150,-Dkr./21,-����  Each competitor, the first entry. 
  75,-Dkr./10,5euro Each competitor, next entries. 

    (F2D: no fuel included) 
    50,-Dkr./   7,-euro Late- entry fee (entry after the 21th of May !) 
  150,.Dkr./ 21,-euro  Barbecue ticket (adult)  
    50,-Dkr./   7,-euro Barbecue ticket (child) 

Please note: 
To reduce the extra work due to late entries, we have added an additional entry fee:  
If you register, or change your registration, after the 13h of May. 
However, it is ok to pay fees at the check-in. 

Please note:  
The classes F2A and F2D are World Cup this year. 
DK-FAI-rules are equal to FAI-rules, without the huge need for 
FAI judges and officials. 



We live here:  
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